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The fifth profile in the Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner ACTOR PROFILE series features local

author / actor, JASON AUSTIN. Jason's doing more writing than acting these days, but has appeared

on film in the past.

This series (in interview form) is in process to “get to know” some of our own northeastern Ohio

talent. Profiles will feature equity and non-equity actors, stage and screen actors, as well as young,

old and in-between actors. These are your peers and your neighbors - please enjoy!

Full Name: Jason C. Austin 

Age: 40 

Years Acting: Approx. 6 years 

Occupation/Day Job: Author  

City of Residence: Lakewood, OH

Kate Miller: So Jason, what's your acting training? 

Jason Austin: None.

KM: And your favorite role that you've ever played? 

JA: Charlie in Hostile Denial (film).

KM: What's your "dream role"? 
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JA: Any hero or villain in a major motion picture based on a Marvel comics character. I have been an

avid Marvel Comics admirer since I was a child and few other stories have filled me with such joy and

wonder. It would be the closest I could come to actually being a superhero.

KM: Any singing or dancing in your repetoire? 

JA: No.

KM: But you've done film. 

JA: Yes. Local film projects. I've done no stage work.

KM: What about music? What kind of music do you like? 

JA: I have an affection for 70's and 80's music - the music I grew up on.

KM: When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up?  

JA: A comic book illustrator.

KM: So why did you start acting? 

JA: I could no longer not act. I'd been wanting to act since I was a teenager and decided in my early

thirties it was either now or never.

KM: What are you working on now? 

JA: I am not currently working on any acting projects. I am currently working on a rewrite of Dues of

Mortality and have started a second novel. I also have a number of short stories I have been trying to

get published. I have some ideas for video games and or graphic novels as well.

KM: Tell me a little bit more about your book, Dues of Mortality. 

JA: Dues of Mortality is a near future science fiction thriller. It intertwines the schemes of a ruthless

business man and a domestic terrorist in a near future Cleveland. Part time college student, Glenda

Jameson, is unwittingly thrust into a race for her life when the business man embarks on a campaign

to hunt her down for reasons only he knows. Glenda's only hope of survival is Xavier Clyde Hawkins,

a drunken homeless statistic and clinically depressed former Army MP on the edge of suicide. They

are forced to place their faith in each other as they try to stay alive long enough to uncover the

conspiracy that threatens them. The story was inspired by a single plot twist I imagined after seeing a

movie. I wish I could say it was more profoundly inspired by something more interesting, but it just

came out of nowhere. I suppose the real inspiration was that it refused to let go until I developed it.

KM: You recently won an award with www.writingroom.com. Tell me about that.

JA: Writingroom is the website launched around 2-3 years ago by Lindsay Preston - a local writer. It's

designed to give aspiring writers an outlet and community support for their work. It is populated by

both published and unpublished authors. It contains my video interview, author homepage and links

to purchase my novel. To bring attention to Writingroom, the Author Launch/Choice contest was

created. I was awarded the grand prize in the very first of these contests. The award was a free
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publishing package from Writingroom. The two runners up were also awared a similar package. I

received a Reuter's press release and Dues of Mortality was made available for sale.

To find out more about Jason Austin and his work, visit http://www.writingroom.com/ClydeFisk.

Hopefully we'll see him acting again soon... perhaps in one of of his own pieces?!

### 

Do you have a Cleveland area performing arts related event or story that would be of interest to our

readers? If so, contact KATE MILLER at KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch.

Kate Klotzbach
Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner
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